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This research is development or increase of soft skills for student with 
cooperative learning strategy so that development process of soft skills can do in 
the study classroom, for example commitment, responsibility, cooperate, 
creativity and ethics. Beside that for knowing, what of soft skills with cooperative 
learning strategy can increase of soft skills for student compare with conventional 
method or discourse method in the study classroom can be doing by student XII
th
 
class of 2 Klaten vocational high school.      
This research is Classroom Action Research execute at 2 Klaten vocational 
High school. Every cycle begin from planning, action, observation and reflection. 
Data analyst is doing to compare between the observation result of cycle I, Cycle 
II, and cycle III with qualitative description method which to clear with the mean 
of percent of soft skills who have a student. 
The result of the research is cooperative learning can be development of 
soft skills for student on commitment aspect, responsibility, cooperate, creativity 
and ethics with step that is group discussion and practice. The mean of soft skills 
who have student base observation at cycle I are 53,20 % (enough), Cycle II are 
61,20 % (high) and cycle III are 64,80 % (high). While the observation result in 
soft skills aspect, is commitment aspect beginning at cycle I are 52 % (enough), 
cycle II are 63 % (high) and cycle III are 66 % (high). In the responsibility aspect 
beginning at cycle I are 53 % (enough), cycle II are 59 % (enough) and cycle III 
are 60 % (high), in the cooperate aspect beginning at cycle I are 55 % (enough), 
cycle II are 70 % (high) and cycle III are 71 % (high), in the creativity aspect 
beginning at cycle I are 53 % (enough), cycle II are 59 % (enough) and cycle III 
are 63 % (high), and in the ethics aspect beginning at cycle I are 53 % (enough), 
cycle II are 55 % (enough) and cycle III are 62 % (high), from of all observation 
result above, so can be said in general soft skills for student experiencing 
development with using cooperative learning strategy in the study classroom. 
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